Confraternity and Nobility in Sixteenth Century Venice-Patrician Members of the Scuola Grande della Misericordia- by 和栗 珠里
1. Funeral of a Nobleman and 
At his funeral, Giorgio Corner (14541527), knight and Procutore di San
Marco1), was dressed in the habit of his confraternity, the Scuola Grande della
Misericordia2). Two hundred members of the scuola with torches in hand, to-
gether with other participants, followed the corpse in procession from the dead
man’s parish to the church of Santi Apostoli where his parents were sleeping.
In the church, an altar had been prepared with black cloth and on it were three
coats of arms : his own, that of his sister (Queen of Cyprus) and that of the
scuola (Sanudo : XLV, 573577).
Giorgio Corner was doubtlessly the richest and most prominent nobleman
of his age in Venice. He was from a prestigious dynasty ; a great-grand-
grandson of the Doge Marco Corner (c. 12861368) and a brother of Caterina
Corner, the Queen of Cyprus who ceded the kingdom to her patria, by virtue
of which the title of Knight of the Republic (Cavaliere di San Marco) was con-
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ferred on him3). His family thrived on Levantine trade and especially from a
sugar plantation on the island of Cyprus. He repeatedly held high government
office, such as Savio del Consiglio and Consiglio dei Dieci. During the War of
the League of Cambrai (150816), he was nominated Procuratore di San
Marco and Provveditore Generale in Campo with future Doge Andrea Gritti.
Their efforts contributed to reconquering the lost territories on the mainland.
Furthermore, his tremendous fortune enabled him to buy a cardinalate for his
son Marco (in 1500 for 15,000 ducats) and the post of Procuratore di San
Marco for another son Francesco (in 1522 for 18,000 ducats)4) . He was
blessed with numerous children and grandchildren : five legitimate sons,
around four legitimate daughters and at least one illegitimate son ; three of his
lineal grandsons became cardinals (Andrea, Alvise and Federico); in the sev-
enteenth century his great-grandson Giovanni became Doge and so did a son
of Giovanni, Francesco (Gullino 1983 ; Liberali 1971 : 31 ; Barbaro : III11, 34).
It is a significant fact that a great nobleman like Giorgio Corner made his de-
parture to the other world as a scuola member and that his confratelli
(‘brothers’) of lower social ranks5) attended his funeral in the presence of top-
ranking patricians including the Doge and foreign ambassadors (Sanudo : XLV,
575577)6). In recent historiographies on medieval and early-modern Europe,
studies on confraternities occupy a substantial position from various points of
view because of the religious, political, economic, cultural and, above all, social
functions of such institutions7). In Venice, as in other European cities, numer-
ous confraternities existed. They were called scuole (singular : scuola) and in
the fifteenth century came to be classified into two categories : scuole grandi
(major confraternities) and scuole piccole (minor confraternities). The Scuola
Grande della Misericordia to which Giorgio Corner belonged was one of the
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four oldest scuole grandi8). While most scuole piccole were formed of more or
less homogeneous members (through occupation, locality and so forth)9), the
scuole grandi attracted a variety of people from all over the city.
2. Membership of the 	
―Citizens and Nobles
The scuole grandi were, in fact, large associations with a great number of
members, whereas the average number in a scuola piccola is estimated at about
60 or 70 (Mackenney 1987 : 52). The four oldest scuole grandi originated in
flagellant orders called scuole dei battuti or scuole dei disciplinati born in the
1260’s when a penitential movement prevailed throughout Italy (Pullan 1971 :
3439)10). In Venice the scuole dei battuti were avalanched with people eager
to join in the ritual flagellation. The popularity of these scuole continued even
after the religious zeal subsided. The poor may have wished to receive bene-
fits in the alms, medical care and housing that the big confraternities could
offer. The rich may have desired to increase their own prestige by participat-
ing in a prosperous congregation. And for all the expectation for the salvation
of the soul through a decent funeral and perpetual prayers that the scuola as-
sured for every dead member must have been strong. Such attractiveness of
the scuole dei battuti aroused anxiety in the government in case they should
become too influential. Consequently, a legal limit was placed on their mem-
bership in 1399 (for the Scuola di San Marco 600 and for the others 550)
(Wurthmann 1989 : 26). However, these limits were applied only to the regu-
lar members called disciplinati (flagellants). The scuole could admit also some
dozens of exempti (special members exempted from flagellating obligations by
paying some extra fee)11) and other dozens of novizi (probationers) (Pullan
1971 : 8687 ; Maschio 1981 : 203). Furthermore, the scuole could obtain
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permission for a temporary increase in members to raise funds for some spe-
cial need12). In this way the scuole grandi came to embrace hundreds of extra
members and the total membership of the six scuole grandi reached 5,500 in
the middle of the sixteenth century (Pullan 1971 : 88).
In the thirteenth century when the scuole grandi were founded, there was
still no legal distinction between social classes among the people of Venice.
Afterward through a series of procedures called Serrata (closing), the seats in
the Maggior Consiglio (Great Council, the constituent body of the govern-
ment) were made a hereditary privilege and the families who enjoyed this
privilege were defined as nobles (Chojnacki 1997). This means that in Venice
after Serrata, which took place around 1300, the nobility was a synonym for
suffrage. On the other hand, those who had Venetian citizenship but failed to
enter the nobility were defined as cittadini (citizens) in the strict sense of the
word and all the other inhabitants without citizenship were called popolani
(commoners). Although the government was monopolized by nobles, cittadini
originari, elite citizens ‘by birth’ who were legally registered, had the exclu-
sive privilege to serve as state bureaucrats (Grubb 2000 : 341). In the course
of these events, a stratification and division among different social groups
within the scuole grandi also occured.
By a governmental decree of 1410 the principal posts of the Banca (execu-
tive committee) of the scuole grandi were restricted to cittadini originali.
This measure excluded not only ordinary citizens and commoners but also no-
bles from the administration of the scuola (Pullan 1971 : 108 ; Brown 1996 :
324). The Banca of the scuole grandi wielded great authority and influence be-
cause these congregations collected and distributed enormous funds.
According to Pullan’s calculation, the Scuola Grande di San Rocco spent 1,300
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3,000 ducats for charity every year in the middle of the sixteenth century
(1550’s1560’s) and in the last decade even more than 5,000 ducats a year
(Pullan 1971 : 1645). Other expenditures included payments for musicians,
artists and architects who contributed to increasing the splendor of the scuola.
Decision-making on all these matters, from the selection of beneficiaries to
budget compilation, was in the hands of the Banca. For this reason, it is gen-
erally considered that scuole grandi were the domain of citizens. The origin of
such a view might be Gasparo Contarini’s assertion in his De magistratibus et
Republica Venetorum that although citizens were totally deprived of political
power, they satisfied the desire for honor without causing any disturbance, be-
cause they monopolized the offices of the scuole grandi. He goes on to state
that this was one of the keys to the social serenity of Venice (Contarini, cc.
68v69r).
However, nobles were not put under the citizens’ control in the scuola but,
as it were, out of it. In 1366, a few decades after the Serrata, the government
ordered the scuole grandi to accept all the noble applicants regardless of the or-
dinary limitations and in 1409 not to require a prescribed sum as a fee from no-
bles, because it was not appropriate that civil institutions place any imposition
on the ruling class (Pullan 1971 : 73 ; Wurthmann 1989 : 2829). Thus from
the fifteenth century nobles were assured of unconditional entry and exemp-
tion from obligations in one of the scuole grandi, just by paying whatever sum
they would offer, whereas for many citizens and commoners there was no easy
access to the scuole grandi. As we have seen above, in the middle of the six-
teenth century the total membership of the six scuole grandi was about 5,500.
This number is the total of disciplinati and exempti, not including noblemen.
The average population of Venice between 1540 and 1580 was about 150,000
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(Pullan 1968 : 150). According to Sanudo, there were 2,570 adult male nobles
in 1513 (Sanudo : XLV, 572). Deducing from these data, we can suppose that
only 1 or 2 per cent of adult non-noblemen were fortunate enough to join a
scuola grande13). On the other hand, details of noble membership have yet to
be clarified sufficiently.
As for the noble members of the scuole grandi, Pullan gives only a few data :
the Scuola Grande di San Rocco accepted 418 noblemen between the 1490’s
and 1556 and the Scuola Grande di San Marco accepted 298 between 1530 and
1590 (Pullan 1971 : 74). He and other historians seem more interested in the
role of citizens in charitable works or in the art patronage of the scuole grandi,
while paying less attention to their noble components14). As a result, in spite
of a rich accumulation of scuole grandi studies, little is known about their noble
members. However, the instance of Giorgio Corner cited above suggests a
more profound involvement on the part of the nobility.
The mass of scuole grandi documents preserved in the State Archive of
Venice include several membership rolls, if only fragmentarily, in which
disciplinati, exempti, nobili (nobles) and other members (physicians and
priests in the main) were registered separately. In my paper of 2008, I exam-
ined three registers of the Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evangelista (ASV,
SGE, regg. 1214) and extracted a total of 1,082 noble members who belonged
to this scuola between 1478 and 1566. In the very arduous task of identifying
them one by one, I found not a few eminent figures such as Marco Grimani, a
cardinal and Patriarch of Aquileia, Marc’Antonio Trevisan the Doge and many
others (Waguri 2008 : 29). Above all I noticed a remarkable bond between the
scuola and Vendramin family who had much to do with the painted cycle on the
legend of the true cross, a sacred relic, possession of which the scuola boasted
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(Waguri 2008 : 3233).
The following chapter deals with another prosopographical analysis of noble
members of a scuola grande.
3. Noble members of the 	
		
3.1. Member list
Among more than 300 volumes of bound documents of the Scuola Grande di
Santa Maria della Valverde o della Misericordia (hereafter SMV) kept in the
State Archive of Venice, I found only one that contains a roll of noble members
in the sixteenth century : register 8 titled Mariegola del 154015). The list of
noble members is booked in cc. 59r111v in alphabetical order of the first let-
ter of their baptismal name. Each letter begins with the names of those who
were already enrolled in 1540, then those of new members were added one
after another. After each name follow his family name, name of the father, the
year of enrollment (for newcomers only) and, if necessary, other descriptions
such as title, parish or name of the grandfather, perhaps in order to show re-
spect or in order to distinguish them from some other person with the same
first and last names both of himself and of his father (see Fig. 1). These
pieces of information allow us to identify each member, if not all of them, also
with the help of other sources, including Barbaro’s genealogies in the State
Archive of Venice.
From this roll, which covers thirty years from 1540 to 1569, we gain 1,142
names. It is noteworthy that here are included three non-nobles, in spite of
the fact that each leaf is precisely headed ‘Nobili’. They are : Filippo Rois,
Abbot (c. 75v); Lorenzo Rocha (Rocca), Cancelliere Grande16) (c. 85v); and
Vincenzo Rizzo, doctor and secretary of the Consiglio dei Dieci (c. 105v)17).
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There is no description of such honorable titles in the lists of disciplinati and
exempti booked in the same volume. It is not clear why these three men were
registered in the list of nobles. In any case, subtracting them from the total,
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Figure 1：Register of Noble Members
(ASV, SMV, reg. 8, c. 80r. Photographed by permission of the ASV.)
the noble membership of noble members of the SMV in this period was 1,139.
Compared with 1,082 noble members of the Scuola Grande di San Giovanni
Evangelista (hereafter SGE) in the 89 years from 1478 to 1566 or with the 418
members of the San Rocco over 60 years (see above), it seems that the SMV
was significantly large. In fact, the non-noble members the SMV outnumbered
by far the other scuole grandi (1,800 of the total 5,500, while the SGE, the sec-
ond of the six suole grandi, had 1,100 non-noble members) (Pullan 1971 : 88).
Remembering Sanudo’s account (2,570 male adult nobles in 1513), we can
safely suppose that at least a third or probably more of male adult nobles be-
longed to the SMV in the middle of the sixteenth century.
It is not only for its numerical dimension that the SMV is impressive. Its list
of noble members is really full of ‘big names’ who were the political and cul-
tural leaders of the time. Grendler made a minute prosopographical analysis of
the leaders of the Venetian state during the years 15401609 and enumerated
the great office holders of each decade by name and career (Grendler 1990 :
6285). Of the 36 leaders given by him for the years corresponding to reg. 8
of the SMV (1540’s1560’s), 16 persons or about 44％ were SMV
members18). As for the later years (1570’s1600’s), 15 out of 49 named by
Grendler appear in the reg. 8 of SMV19). In the roll of the SMV other important
figures are left out of Grendler’s highly selective enumeration and sons and
brothers of influential personalities (for example, 12 sons of incumbent
Procuratori di San Marco).
3.2. The 	


To have many eminent noble members must have meant something more
than an honor for a scuola, since the scuole were put under the close control of
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the government and the government was composed of noblemen. The govern-
ment office that had jurisdiction over the scuole grandi was the Consiglio dei
Dieci (hereafter CDX) (Da Mosto 1940 : 217). It is considered that the CDX
formed the core of political power in fifteenth and sixteenth century Venice.
Created after a failed conspiracy against the state, it dealt with the mainte-
nance of peace and order. Its authority was gradually extended to deal with
any matter concerning the state, in particular, legal, diplomatic and military af-
fairs. It also oversaw the activities of various corporations to ensure that they
would not damage public security (Da Mosto 1937 : 5255). For this reason
the Banca of the scuole grandi had to ask the permission of the CDX for prac-
tically everything.
From the late fifteenth to the beginning of the seventeenth century, ex-
changes between the SMV and the CDX were very frequent over the con-
struction of a new building for the scuola. During the whole of the fifteenth
century, the SMV had been trying to enlarge and embellish the old building of
the scuola and its surroundings20), but finally in January 1498 it decided to build
a new hall in front of the old headquarters. Two months later, the CDX author-
ized the construction of the new building (Fabbri 1999 : 179180). In the fol-
lowing century the CDX repeatedly granted the SMV permission to accept
new exempti members per gratia to collect funds (ASV, SMV, Reg. 8, cc. 55r
58r ; cc. 114r125v).
Table 1 is the list of SMV noble members who were elected to the CDX in
the years corresponding to reg. 8 (15401569). The ordinary members of the
CDX were ten, as the title of the office (‘Council of Ten’) indicates, but there
was an extra category called Zonta (additional members). The Zonta itself
was composed of 15 proper members and nine Procuratori di San Marco
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(Mueller 1971 : 121). Table 1 shows that several or as many as 12 (in October
1561) members of the SMV participated almost constantly in the CDX21) .
Moreover, sessions of the CDX were attended also by the Minor Consiglio
(the Doge and the six Consiglieri). In the thirty years that our examination
covers, two SMV members held the position of Doge (Francesco Venier
15541556 and Pietro Loredan 15671570) and many members were often
elected to Consigliere, though it is impossible to show them here in detail due
to limitations on space22). Taking these into account, the proportion of SMV
members in CDX sessions would have been even larger. There is no recorded
evidence from either the SMV or the CDX that these persons facilitated
decisions favorable to the SMV in CDX sessions, but it is probable that they
exercised some influence, otherwise the SMV could not have grown to
embrace 1,800 non-noble members against the legally prescribed number of
550.
3.3. Patrons of Jacopo Sansovino
Another fact about the list of nobles for the SMV that attracts our attention
is that it includes famous connoisseurs and patrons of the arts such as Federico
Badoer (c. 76r), president of the Accademia Veneziana (Rose 1969) and
Daniele Barbaro (c. 70v), elected Patriarch of Aquileia, humanist and com-
mentator for De architectura of Vitruvius (Visentini 1996). More significantly,
among the noble members of the SMV there were many Venetian patrons of
the architect Jacopo Sansovino, who finally won the design competition for the
new building of the scuola in 1531 (ASV, SMV, reg. 15, 148r). Sansovino’s
Scuola Grande della Misericordia is a magnificent monument, too colossal to
be finished. If completed, it would have constituted a symbolic corner of the
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Venetian Renovatio Urbis (urban renovation) of the sixteenth century.
The Grimani family were the first and the most influential patrons of
Sansovino. The architect had been acquainted with Grimani cardinals
(Domenico and his nephew Marco) while he was still working in Rome
(Vasari : IV, 546). On arriving in Venice around the time of the Sack of Rome
(1527), he was introduced to the Doge Andrea Gritti by the Grimani and in
1529 he was nominated to the Proto, chief architect of the state (Foscari &
Tafuri 1983 : 1034 ; Boucher 1986 : 5960). As Proto, Sansovino engaged in
the Renovatio Urbis project for remodeling the San Marco area, designing the
Zecca (state mint), the Marciana Library, the Loggetta (small loggia at the foot
of the San Marco bell tower) and the Scala d’Oro (Golden Stairs) in the Ducal
Palace (Howard 1975 : 861). Those who supervised, or rather protected, him
officially were the Procuratori di San Marco, above all Vettor Grimani,
Giovanni da Lezze di Michele and Antonio Cappello (Boucher 1986 : 60). The
first two were members of the SMV (ASV, SMV, reg. 8, 105r, 109r). Vettor
Grimani was a brother of Cardinal Marco, a nephew of Cardinal Domenico and
a grandson of the former Doge Antonio Grimani (ASV, Barbaro, IV17 : 145).
Vettor is supposed to have commissioned Sansovino to design a monument for
uncle Domenico in the church of Sant’Antonio di Castello (Foscari & Tafuri
1982) and to design a residence on the Grand Canal (Foscari & Tafuri 1981).
Another of his brothers, Giovanni Grimani, Patriarch of Aquilea and a great
collector of art, was also a member of the SMV (ASV, SMV, reg. 8, 111v). 26
individuals from the Grimani clan, which had 27 male adults in 1527 (Sanudo :
XLV, 571), belonged to the SMV between 1540 and 1569.
Vettor and Giovanni Grimani had a firm commitment to the reconstruction
of the church of San Francesco della Vigna, another important work of Jacopo
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Sansovino, along with other families. In my paper of 2004, I specified the fami-
lies and individual patrons who supported the reconstruction of the church and
clarified the personal relationships among them through marriage, political and
ecclesiastical posts and Compagnie della Calza23) (Waguri 2004). The central
figures in them were also SMV members : Francesco Barbaro (75v) and his
son Daniele, elected Patriarch of Aquileia ; Vettor Bragadin (105r) and his son
Girolamo, Procuratore di San Marco (79v); Antonio Giustinian (59r), brother
of the Procuratore Girolamo, father-in-law of Vettor Grimani.
Giovanni da Lezze was one of the most ambitious politicians. He obtained
the post of Procuratore in 1522, while very young, for 8,000 ducats and re-
mained in the office for 53 years until his death in 1575 (Waguri 2014 : 140).
There was another Giovanni da Lezze, knight and son of Priamo, from another
lineage of the da Lezze clan. This Giovanni di Priamo, his father Priamo and
his son Andrea were all members of the SMV (ASV, SMV, reg. 8, 109r, 95r
and 61r) and became Procuratori in later years (Waguri 2010 : 4243 ; Waguri
2014 : 141143). Table 1 shows for how long the Lezze family kept attending
CDX sessions. Giovanni da Lezze di Priamo was a famous man of taste and or-
dered Sansovino a family monument in the church of Santa Maria Assunta ai
Crociferi (now the church of Gesuiti) (Dario 1994 and 1995).
Another important noble family of the SMV was, without doubt, the Corner.
In reg. 8, a son of Giorgio, knight and Procuratore, Giovanni (110r) and four
grandsons, Andrea di Girolamo (60r), Giorgio di Giacomo (110v),
Marc’Antonio and Francesco di Giovanni (88r, 75v) are found. Giorgio di
Giacomo inherited a site in the parish of San Maurizio where his grandfather’s
house had been destroyed by a fire in 1532, and around 1537 commissioned
Sansovino to construct a new residence that was to be called Palazzo Corner
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Ca’ Granda because of its magnificent appearance (Howard 1975 : 132146).
According to reg. 8, besides these there were 18 persons in the Corner clan.
4. Conclusion
The fact that so many eminent noblemen belonged to this scuola is evident
from the analysis of reg. 8 of the SMV. Their political power and cultural pref-
erences could largely affect the course of events in the scuola, even if indi-
rectly. It is beyond my present competence to proceed with an investigation
into the personal relationships between noble members and the non-noble
components of the Banca, but there is the possibility of intricately intertwined
connections between them. Also, the bequests left to the scuola by nobles
would have operated to link different social strata together. Further researche
on noble members of the scuole grandi will shed new light on the history of
Venice.
Notes
＊Research for this study was made possible by the generous assistance of
Momoyama Gakuin University. I wish to express my special thanks to	

Ca’ Foscari Venezia for having offered to me the opportunity to develop my re-
search in March-September 2014 and to Dott. Michela dal Borgo of the State
Archive of Venice for her kind help.
1) Procuratore di San Marco was a magistrate of very high prestige, next only to
the Doge (Contarini : 230 ; Waguri 2010 : 3135).
2) The formal name is Scuola Grande di Santa Maria della Valverde o della
Misericordia, but it is usually simplified in this way.
3) This title was very honorable and conferred only in exceptional cases (Da
Mosto 1937 : 28).
4) It is necessary to note that the post of Procuratore di San Marco became pur-
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chasable only after 1516 ; therefore when Giorgio himself was elected in 1510, it
was a genuine result of a normal election (Waguri 2014 : 127).
5) As mentioned below, ordinary members of the scuola who were obligatorily
engaged in funeral processions consisted of cittadini and popolani ranks, not the
privileged nobles who were exempted from any obligations to the scuola.
6) Sanudo recorded other instances of noblemen’s funerals which scuola mem-
bers participated in carrying torches or candles. To cite only one example, at the
funeral of Benedetto Pesaro, Captain General of the Sea and Procuratore di San
Marco, who died in Corfu during the war against the Ottomans in 1503, 100 of
200 torches in all and even the coffin itself were carried by members of the
Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evangelista (Sanudo : V, 7879). The deceased
Captain was enrolled in this scuola (ASV, SGE, reg. 12, c. 14r ; reg. 13, c. 16r).
7) Confraternities were pious associations of lay people organized voluntarily for
some specific purpose, mainly charitable works ; they provided the needy with
food, clothes, house, medical care and dowry. In civic rituals they joined proces-
sions and sometimes gave sacred representations and concerts. They patronized
artists and musicians to decorate their altars or buildings and for rituals. Social
bonds formed through confraternity ―brotherhood, mutual assistance and pa-
tron-client relationship― are of special interest to historians. For general outline
of confraternities, see Black 2000 ; Kawahara & Ikegami 2014. For Italian confra-
ternities, see Black 1989 ; Gazzini 2006.
8) The other three were Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evengelista, Scuola
Grande di San Marco and Scuola Grande di Santa Maria dellaTwo scuole
were added later in this category : the Scuola Grande di San Rocco in 1478 and
the Scuola Grande di San Teodoro in 1552 (Da Mosto 1940 : 217220).
9) The scuole piccole could be divided in subcategories, mainly according to their
membership : scuole artigiane, scuole nazionali and scuole comuni (Brown 1996 :
308310). Sanudo counted 210 scuole piccole in 1501 (Sanudo : IV, 63).
10) Scuola Grande della Misericordia was founded in 1308, but is supposed to have
descended from the Scuola di Santa Maria e San Francesco founded in 1261 at
the church of Frari (Pullan 1971 : 38).
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11) For example, in 1344 the Scuola di San Giovanni Evangelista required 25
ducats as entrance fee for ‘exempti’’ and in 1359 accepted 60 ‘exempti’ (Pullan
1971 : 73).
12) The Scuola Grande della Misericordia was permitted to accept 100 confratelli
per gratia (by favor) to finance the repairs of the building in 1492 (Fabbri 1999 :
179). This scuola decided to construct a new building and accepted further mem-
bers per gratia several times during the next century (ASV, SMV, reg. 8, cc.
114r135v).
13) Women were excluded from the scuole grandi after 13201330 (Brown 1996 :
312).
14) Many historians only make a slight mention of the privileged status enjoyed by
nobles and tend to consider them as marginal existence in the scuole grandi.
Maschio points out the importance of donation by nobles, but does not show this
in detail (Maschio 1981 : 196). Pullan analyzes the revenue of a trust fund left by
a nobleman, but only from a financial point of view (Pullan 1971 : 175178).
15) Mariegola is a kind of memorandum that can include the rules of association
and the list of members. Register 9 (Mariegola riformata, 1564) does not contain
a member list and register 10 (Registro fratelli capitolo di disciplina, anno 1534)
concerns only disciplinati.
16) Grand Chancellor, the highest position in the whole bureaucracy. In other
words, this position was to citizens what the Doge was to nobles.
17) These family names are not found in the index of the Libro d’Oro, official direc-
tory of the nobility, for this period (ASV, AC, reg. 51 / I).
18) Namely, Marc’Antonio Grimani di Francesco, Priamo da Lezze di Andrea,
Antonio Priuli di Marco, Stefano Tiepolo di Paolo, Filippo Tron di Priamo,
Francesco Venier di Giovanni, Bartolomeo Zane di Girolamo, Alvise Gritti di
Francesco, Pietro Loredan di Alvise, Battista Nani di Paolo, Alvise Renier di
Federico, Francesco Soranzo di Giacomo, Gritti di Omobon, Giovanni da
Lezze di Michele, Melchiorre Nadal di Nadal and Domenico Zane di Antonio
(Grendler 1990 : 6271). Grendler’s criteria were based on elections to the most
important offices, especially those of Consigliere, Consiglio dei Dieci and Savio
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Grande.
19) Namely, Francesco Corner di Fantino, Giorgio Corner di Giacomo, Leonardo
Dandolo di Girolamo, Pietro Foscari di Marco, Alvise Grimani di Antonio,
Giovanni da Lezze di Priamo, Giacomo Soranzo di Francesco, Paolo Tron di
Santo, Giovanni Contarini di Tommaso, Federico Sanudo di Marc’Antonio, Alvise
Giustinian di Bernardo, Sagredo di Bernardo, Marco Trevisan di Pietro,
Alvise Bragadin di Giovanni and Antonio Moro di Domenico (Grendler 1990 : 71
85).
20) The old scuola building and its annexed houses for the poor still exist at the
side of the church of Santa Maria Valverde in the district of Cannaregio.
21) Regular elections for the CDX were held on October 1st every year and the
term of office was for one year. Table 1 includes extraordinary elections to fill a
vacancy. This means that not every CDX member maintained office until the ex-
piration of his term, mainly because of election to some other office.
22) The records of the election to Consiglieri and to other governmental office of
this period are kept in ASV, SV, regg. 14. Consiglieri were Doge’s aides (Da
Mosto 1937 : 21).
23) Compagnie della Calza were festive organizations formed by elite young nobles
(Venturi 1909 ; Waguri 1999).
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In recent historiographies on medieval and early-modern Europe, studies
on confraternities occupy a substantial position from various points of view be-
cause of the religious, political, economic, cultural and, above all, social func-
tions of such institutions. In Venice, as in other European cities, numerous
confraternities existed. They were called scuole and in the fifteenth century
came to be classified into two categories : scuole grandi (major confraterni-
ties) and scuole piccole (minor confraternities).
It is generally considered that scuole grandi were the domain of citizens, be-
cause principal posts of the Banca (executive committee) of the scuole grandi
were restricted to cittadini originali. This means that not only ordinary citi-
zens and commoners but also nobles were excluded from the administration
of the scuola. However, nobles were not put under the citizens’ control in the
scuola but, as it were, out of it. By virtue of governmental decrees, from the
fifteenth century nobles were assured of unconditional entry and exemption
from obligations in one of the scuole grandi, just by paying whatever sum they
would offer.
From the register 8 (Mariegola del 1540) of the Scuola Grande della
Misericordia (abb. SMV) kept in the State Archive of Venice, we know that in
the thirty years 1540－1569 this scuola had 1,139 noble members. By analyz-
ing this list and the record of official elections, it is made clear that numerous
members of the scuola were elected to the Consiglio dei Dieci, a governmental
institution that had jurisdiction over the scuole grandi. The Consiglio dei Dieci
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repeatedly granted the SMV special permissions concerning the construction
of a new building. Behind such a favorable treatment, there must have been
some influence exercised by SMV noble members in the Consiglio dei Dieci.
Moreover, main patrons of the architect Jacopo Sansovino, who undertook the
construction of the new building, are found among the noble members of the
SMV.
We can suppose that the political power and cultural preferences of eminent
noble members could largely affect the course of events in the scuola, even if
indirectly. By further researches on noble members of the scuole grandi, es-
pecially on personal relationships between nobles and non-nobles, new facts
about the history of Venice will be brought to light.
